KUMTUKS
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Kumtuks means “to learn” or “to understand” in Chinook jargon
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COMMUNITY
GRATITUDE

Strong, healthy communities are essential to a school’s success.
Show me a school with a fractured community and I’ll see a school
where teaching and learning is a struggle. Schools that see parents
as a threat do so at the risk of making progress on their vision.
On the other hand, schools that see parents as an asset to their
aspirations find that progress toward their vision is steady and
collaborative.
A strong, healthy community does not happen naturally, however.
Schools can do much to encourage community, especially in the
form of transparent communications and other processes by which
parents and other community members can actively participate in
the school’s affairs. Schools also must be mindful that up to a third
of their community turns over every year as one class graduates and
another enters. Imagine in your own enterprises if your audience or
customers turned over that significantly every year. What would you
have to do to make sure your institution thrived?
As a school leader, I am very mindful of the responsibility we bear
to nurture and support our community. While as a preschool - 8
school we do not turn over community members as extensively
as many other schools, we nevertheless introduce to Gardner
many families for whom this is their first experience in a school.
Remember how nervous and anxious you felt then? Did it seem like
everyone else knew everyone else? I certainly can empathize with
what it’s like to enter a new community, even one as welcoming
and warm as Gardner’s.
Schools with strong communities treat newly enrolled families as
a part of their communities in the spring rather than wait until fall.
This is why we held a new family get together last Friday, inviting

COMING UP NEXT
TUESDAY 5/15
BOARD MEETING
6:00 PM

WEDNESDAY 5/16
EARLY RELEASE
1:45 PM

our newly enrolled families and their new Tumtum, Mazama, and
Kalama cohorts of students and parents to campus to see the Art
Show and have some bar-b-que. This was a fun, relaxed opportunity
for our new families to get a sense of our wonderful community as
new members, rather than as applicants. We look forward to other
opportunities, such as Gardner Market, to invite our newest friends
to campus.
I want to thank the Parent-Teacher Organization for supporting the
new family BBQ. Ginger Lader prepared the feast, while Ken Lader
served as master of the grill, helped by Christopher Maguire and
Kurt Williams. Thanks also to Maida Sussman and our Art Specialist
Jane for the interactive watercolor name tag station, and to Jane
and the Kalama students for painting the beautiful welcome sign.
I also want to note that strong, healthy school communities exist
where teachers and parents form community as well. Last week’s
celebration of Teacher Appreciation Week was a special opportunity
for showing off this community between teachers and parents.
The teachers definitely felt valued and appreciated thanks to the
efforts of the PTO, especially Cameron Pundarare and Christina
Wheeler, who coordinated the week’s activities; Donna Farnsworth
for fetching coffee and to the Bowyers of Fairway Coffee for donating
coffee for all the teachers; to Kristin Badriaki for her generous
donation of Black Rock Coffee gift cards; and to all the families who
contributed gift cards, food, and notes of thanks.

THURSDAY 5/17
TALENT SHOW
6:30 PM

Teaching deeply, learning fully, cultivating responsibility— one mind at a time.

WEDNESDAY 5/23
PTO PLANT SALE
12:00 - 3:00 PM
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FROM THE PTO

LOOWIT OVERNIGHT FIELD TRIP MT. ST. HELENS INSTITUTE

PTO ELECTIONS COMING UP IN JUNE

Leadership positions available for the 2018-19 school year! The
PTO will be electing a President, Vice-President, Secretary and
Treasurer at the June PTO Meeting on Wednesday, June 6th.
>>CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO ON OPEN POSITIONS

PARKING LOT ETIQUETTE

In an effort to keep our parking lots workable and safe for
everyone, we offer the following reminders, and ask that
you help by:
•

NOT PARKING IN THE LOADING ZONE Please remain
behind the wheel and use the loading zone for dropoff and
pickup only.

•

USING CROSSWALKS FOR WALKING ACROSS THE LOT

•

TURNING OFF ENGINES WHEN PARKED

•

DRIVING SLOWLY AND WITHOUT DISTRACTIONS UNTIL
COMPLETELY OUT OF THE PARKING LOT Our teachers and
their children cross the driveway near the farmhouse from
the staff lot, and need safe passage.

ART OPENING & ART SHOW

THANK YOU!

REMINDERS

TALENT SHOW will be held this Thursday, 5/17 at 6:30.
Each class (K-8) has a performance piece in addition to
the individual and group acts that auditioned and were
accepted into the show. Students should arrive by 6:20
and be in their seats ready to go!
SUMMER CAMP schedule and registration information
is posted HERE. Limited space available!

A very special thank you to Kaisho for providing such beautiful music during
the opening, and to our student docents Lucia, Madeleine, Gracie, Soha
and Callum for introducing attendees to the incredible student artwork. If
you missed the show,hanging artwork will remain on the great room walls
through Thursday’s Talent Show.

WE’RE ON INSTAGRAM!
thegardnerschoolwa
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